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projects | at fifteen is pleased to present its first exhibition of Israeli artist Noa Glazer; Matter, 
Metabolism, Motherhood, which brings together a collection of new work executed in Israel, 
since her return from the United States.   
 
The show is comprised of nine works, each referencing her continued curiosity in nature and the 
space that exists between it and humankind - a gap, within which it is almost impossible to clearly 
define the natural.  Using this opening as the premise for the exhibition, each work tracks Glazer’s 
interests in matter and in turn, its possibilities of transformation through chemical process, focusing 
on the ‘origin’ the ‘in between’ and thus the creation of the ‘final work’ itself.  The works take the 
viewer on a journey, questioning the natural world, whilst simultaneously suggesting it as source-
material, or rather, confirming it as a readymade from which newness is created.  As a result the 
process presents the act of breaking down, mixing together and fusing components with each other 
or extracting them from one another, thus creating new objects, each embodying a new set of value 
systems. Derived from the purity of their origin, yet also disjointed from their previous state, 
function and purpose, traces of recognizable matter rest solely on appearance.  As such, the 
derivative becomes both fodder and subject for the artist’s new object.  
 
The process involved in Glazer’s practice is one of meticulous understanding and confrontation 
with the matter at hand, as well as her intent to consider it as ‘nutrition’, which seeks the need for 
preservation.  Not only does the origin become preserved through the re-use and re-incarnation of 
its materiality, shape, appearance, or even its existence, but it acts as a catalyst, substance and 
indicator for something that once was, no longer quite is and as the essence of what lays ahead.  
 
Her works prompt and encourage questions such as ‘what is natural’ and thus ‘where is real value’, 
queries concerning a generation that is engorged by technology, an influx of information and 
choice.  Glazer’s oeuvre and the resulting works, call for a retreat to basic materials, artistry that is 
informed by studio practice and a skillset that is characterized by an innate understanding of her 
surrounding.  
 
Matter, Metabolism, Motherhood will be open to the public from the 30th December through 
the 9th February at Neve Tsedek Street 5, Tel Aviv. The space will be open Tuesdays through 
Thursdays from 12:00 until 17:00, Fridays and Saturdays from 11:00 until 14:00 and outside of 
these times, by appointment only. For information please contact Fiona Biberstein at 
+972547650739 or via email fiona@at-fifteen.com.  

Noa Galzer (b. 1981 in Haifa, Israel.  Lives and works in Tel Aviv).Current exhibitions include, 
Solo show at Tempo Rubato, 2015.  Recent group exhibition A Temporary Curse: Noa Glazer, 
Stephenie Hier and Michael Bussell, Bb Interdisciplinary Space, Baltimore 2016; New Dominion, 
Mixed Greens Gallery, New York, 2016.  Don’t Stop the Dance, Tempo Rubato Gallery, Tel 
Aviv, 2013. 


